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Say "goodbye" to crochet's stiff, boxy, hippie-child reputation and "hello" to Crochet that Fits—
garments that fit your shape accessories that fit your style, and looks that fit right in with today's
fashion trends!This book teaches an innovative, easy way to crochet fashions that are soft,
shaped and drape able—from a little black dress that fits like a glove and a lacy baby-doll top, to
cute and cozy slippers, ruffled shrugs and hobo bags. By using Mary Jane Hall's Graduated
Stitch Method, along with the correct size hook and yarn, anyone can make flattering, form-fitted
items! Different stitch heights do all the shaping for you, without the hassle and confusion of
figuring out increases and decreases. With this method you are essentially building garments
with squares and rectangles, but the finished product doesn't look at all boxy. • 33 step-by-step
projects feature a wide variety of patterns for adults and children • An illustrated stitch guide get
even beginners started quickly • Detailed instructions make it easy to adjust the patterns to suit
your shape (or others') because one side doesn't fit all!Easy enough for a beginner and stylish
enough for the more experienced crocheter, these are projects you'll enjoy making and feel good
wearing. With fits like this, you'll never think about crochet in the same way again!
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Web site at .This book is dedicated toall the new and experienced crocheters outthere who have
been a little scared of making their firstcrocheted garment. I know you do not want to be stuck
makingscarves, pot holders or afghans for the rest of your life. You, too, canenjoy making
crochet wearables, and it is my desire that you experiencethe same joys I do by making
something for yourself or others youcan be proud to wear. I believe this book will open up a
whole newworld to the beginning crocheter or to the person who hasthought they could never
make crocheted garments.It’s much easier than you may think!acknowledgmentsThis book
would not have been possible without book acquisitions editor Candy Wiza, who believed in me
and encouraged me the past year while I was writing my first two books. Any time I was stressed
or discouraged, she was ready to encourage me and lift me up.I would like to thank my family
and friends for being so patient and loving with me while I worked on this book. I started it
immediately after my last book was sent to print, and it has taken many long months to finalize
everything. It has not been easy, and I appreciate the fact that they all believe in me and have
been there to cheer me on!Much of my determination and steadfastness came from my precious
mama: I followed in her footsteps of realizing a dream by authoring books. And, Daddy, I know
you are looking down from Heaven, proud of me. I’d like to thank my sisters, Judy and Donna,
who helped me review this book and gave valuable input when I needed a second opinion. I will
not forget all the encouragement you gave me. Thank you, Terry, my dedicated husband and
friend, for being patient with me and for all the times you did grocery shopping and household
chores while I was busy at the computer or designing a project for this book.I also want to thank
my three wonderful children and their spouses, who are all precious to me. Brian and Anca,
thank you for understanding when I had to focus on this book. Jamie and Virgil, thanks for
encouraging me; Tracy and Ashley, thanks so much for believing in me. Of course, I must
mention the sweetest, cutest grandchildren on this earth: Jade, Chloe, Sophia and little Coen. I
love you all so much!I want to thank all the pattern testers who were willing and eager to help me
out, and the contract crocheters who restitched items in a different color to be photographed for
the book. Thanks so much to: Rachel Berent, Karen Blumberg, Yvonne Bowser, Adrienne Clark,
Alyssa Denen, Pam Frye, Christy McMahon, Judy Morrison, Aminta Moses, Maclana Mowry,
Sharon Mowry, Kimberly Stevens and Annette Stewart. And a special thanks to my friend Cindy
Gillespie, who was there to make sure everything went smoothly when putting the final
manuscript together. I truly could not have done this without all of you!Last but not least, I want to
thank my editors, Susan Lowman, Toni Toomey and Stefanie Laufers-weiler, and the entire staff
at Krause Publications for their hard work related to the publication of this book.TABLE of
CONTENTSTitle PageSpecial OffersIntroductionGETTING STARTEDAbbreviations
GuideStitches to KnowChecking Your augeChoosing Your Yarn or ThreadHow Graduated
Stitching WorksSizing InformationCHAPTER 1SIX DESIGNS FROMONE BASIC
PATTERNWhere It All Began: The Basic Caplet PatternBasic apeletShort SkirtTurtleneck
Capelet with Arm WarmersPomPom PonchoToboggan HatHobo BagCHAPTER 2BEYOND THE
BASICSLittle Black DressCap-Sleeve TopBalletneck SweaterShoulder Wrap with Edging &



FlowerSweater BagStriped, Sleeveless Turtleneck SweaterSlippers with RoseFlared Tweed Hat
with MittensScarf with Flared EndsScarf with Ruffled EndsWavy Fringed ScarfTextured
Headband 1Textured Headband 2Smooth HeadbandHemp ChokerTextured
BeltBeretCHAPTER 3LACY, OPEN-WEAVE GARMENTSBaby-Doll TopLittle Girl’s DressLong
Flared SkirtRuffled ShrugLacy TunicCHAPTER 4TWO-COLOR ACCESSORIESHoundstooth-
Check Felted PurseHoundstooth-Check ScarfWave-Stitch Coin Purse
ResourcesINTRODUCTIONcrochet’s beginnings:bright and boxyIs your concept of crocheted
garments the stiff and boxy creations of the past? Flip through books from the 1940s and ’50s
and you’ll find crocheted garments tastefully done with smaller yarn or thread. Crochet
experienced a huge boom in the ’60s and ’70s, and with it came the bright (sometimes garish)
color combinations of the day that some crocheters say gave the craft a bad name.This was also
the time that inexpensive acrylic yarns were introduced, which helped make crochet affordable
to the masses. But, when crocheted with a hook that is too small, these yarns have all the
comfort of a straightjacket. Still, when I flip through my crochet magazines and almost every
crochet book I have from that era, I see some fabulous designs that remain popular and
fashionable today.crochet for today: a formed fit that flattersI am one of a growing number of
designers who has set a goal of trying to reverse the myth that crochet cannot possibly be
comfortable and flatter the figure. If you picked up this book because the sophisticated number
on the cover caught your eye, I hope I can convince you further with the projects inside. If you
are a knitter who has turned away from crochet in the past because of its reputation for being
stiff and unflat-tering,I hope I can change your mind. I personally love the look, feel and fit of
knitting, but I’m addicted to the fun of crocheting and all the amazing lacy designs that can be
created with no other craft.In this book, I will show you how to crochet garments (and
accessories) that are not only soft and drapeable but fitted and flattering by using my unique
Graduated Stitch Method—combining stitches of varying heights within the same row—with the
right size hook and yarn. Even beginners can make fabulous shaped yet simple crocheted
clothing with this method, which eliminates the need for the sometimes complicated process of
using increases and decreases (the addition or subtraction of stitches) to give a piece its
shape.old stitches, new methodNearly all the stitches used in the book’s projects are not new,
but my method is very nontraditional in the way the items are formed. Most of the wearables in
this book are not unusual or unique in the way they are styled. What does make them different is
the way the designs are created and how they get their shape. Instead of the cumbersome and
sometimes confusing task of crocheting in the round, you use graduated stitches to construct
each item. With my method you are essentially creating garments with squares and rectangles,
but the finished item does not appear that way.Graduated stitching is also what helps mold a
piece to the body if you desire a fitted look. Placing shorter stitches on the same row as taller
stitches causes the piece to “cup” in at certain areas, resulting in a form fit without the hassle of
figuring out increases and decreases. In fact, you won’t find a single increase or decrease in this
book.If you prefer a looser fit than what is shown in the project photos, I offer simple instructions



for adjusting each garment to your taste.custom-fit creations to your size and shapeThis book
provides patterns and instructions for making garments for sizes up to an adult 3X. Most of the
items in this book can easily be made to fit a toddler or child as well by following the additional
instructions given.Even though I list actual stitches and the number of rows needed to make
these garments up to an adult size 3X, I also show how to create any project from scratch
without having to follow a pattern and how to custom fit it to your unique body. After all, every
individual’s body shape is different. A longtime complaint of many plus-sized crocheters is that
the patterns they have used just do not fit their shape, no matter what size they make. A woman
with a classic pear shape may end up with a garment that’s too small in the hips or too large in
the bust area. I believe the method of graduated stitching I’ve created will change all of that and
help eliminate those frustrations.same start, different endingsA big benefit of the projects is that
several different pieces can be made from the same fundamental design. The basic capelet in
the first chapter can become a skirt, hat or even a purse. Some projects call for a different-size
yarn and hook, but you’ll still be able to build all those items from the same basic pattern. I tell
you how to adjust many of the designs in the book to create entirely new items. The baby-doll
top on page 96, for instance, can be modified to make a lacy skirt of any length or a little girl’s
dress, using the same technique and shape.I draw upon my sewing background to offer finishing
touches such as weaving tiny elastic through the edge of a top to help it stay on the shoulders,
as opposed to decreasing in that area as you normally would for the same effect.bye-bye,
blankets!Maybe you’ve thought you are destined to make only scarves, pot holders or afghans
for the rest of your crocheting days. This book is dedicated to showing beginners and advanced
crocheters alike that you can make projects that go beyond a simple square or rectangle.You
may have felt intimidated by patterns for shaped garments that require increases, decreases or
working in the round. I hope those days are gone forever as you try my new method of graduated
stitching and learn how to make flattering fashions the easy way.GETTING
STARTEDabbreviations guideabbreviationmeaningapproxapproximatelybegbeginningbloback
loop onlych(s)chain(s)cont(ing)continue(ing)dcdouble crochetdtrdouble treble (yarn over 3
times)flofront loop onlyhdchalf-double crochethdtrhalf-double treblehtrhalf-triple
crochetlp(s)loop(s)oppoppositeozounce(s)pattpatternpmplace
markerremremainingrep(ing)repeat(ing)rnd(s)round(s)RSright side(s)scsingle crochetskskipsl
st(s)slip stitch(es)sp(s)space(s)st(s)stitch(es)togtogethertrtriple crochet (yarn over 2 times)V-stV-
stitchwhip stwhip stitchWSwrong sidewtweightyoyarn over (wrap yarn around hook)Throughout
the book you will see abbreviations for crochet terms and other words that appear frequently in
the instructions. After you’ve been crocheting a while, you will remember the terms without
needing to refer to this list, but it’s helpful when you’re first beginning.stitches to knowMany of
the stitches used in these projects are common in crochet, but also shown are some lesser-
known taller stitches that are tremendously helpful when making shaped garments with the
Graduated Stitch Method. You may be familiar with triple crochet and the double treble, but even
very experienced crocheters may have never heard of a half triple or a half-double treble.chain



(ch)After placing the hook through the slip knot, wrap the yarn around the hook. Draw the yarn
through the lp on the hook (1 ch made). Repeat this step.slip stitch (sl st)Insert hook into the st
or sp indicated, yo to create a lp on the hook. Draw lp on hook through both the st indicated and
the lp on the hook so that only one lp remains on the hook.single crochet (sc)Insert the hook into
the st or sp indicated, yo and pull the new lp throughthe st only. Yo again and pull a lp through
both lps on the hook. One lpremains on the hook (1 sc made).half-double crochet (hdc)Yo once,
insert hook in st or sp indicated, yo and draw up a lp, yo and draw through all 3 lps on the
hook.double crochet (dc)Yo once, insert hook in st or sp indicated, draw a lp through this st to
make 3 lps on the hook, yo again and draw a new lp through the first 2 lps on the hook (2 lps rem
on the hook), yo again and draw a new lp through both lps on the hook (1 dc made).stitches to
knowhalf-triple crochet (htr)Yo twice, insert hook in designated st, yo and draw up a lp (4 lps on
hook), yo and draw through 2 lps on hook (3 lps on hook), yo and draw yarn through all 3 lps on
hook.triple crochet (tr)Yo twice, insert hook in designated st, yo and draw up a lp (4 lps on hook),
yo and draw through 2 lps on hook (3 lps on hook), yo and draw through 2 lps on hook (2 lps on
hook), yo and draw through both lps on hook.half-double treble (hdtr)Yo 3 times, insert hook in
designated st, yo and draw up a lp (5 lps on hook), yo and draw through 2 lps on hook (4 lps on
hook), yo and draw through 2 lps on hook (3 lps on hook), yo and draw through all 3 lps on
hook.double treble (dtr)Yo 3 times, insert hook in designated st, yo and draw up a lp (5 lps on
hook), yo and draw through 2 lps on hook (4 lps on hook), yo and draw through 2 lps on hook (3
lps on hook), yo and draw through 2 lps on hook (2 lps on hook), yo and draw through both lps
on hook.checking your gaugeGauge is the measurement of your stitches. Gauge is not as
important when crocheting an afghan or purse, but it is critical when making clothing. You do not
want a garment meant for an adult to end up fitting a five-year-old. It can easily happen.Work up
a 4" × 4" (10cm × 10cm) swatch of your chosen yarn before beginning any garment, measuring
the gauge in the center of the swatch. To do that, place straight pins at the beginning and end of
the designated measurement(s) or number of stitches in the gauge, and then count the number
of stitches between the pins. If you want your item to fit or to look like the one in the project
photo, your gauge must match the gauge given with the pattern. If your gauge does not match
the gauge listed, keep trying with a larger or smaller hook until you get the correct gauge. Check
your garment often, because when you set it aside and come back later, your gauge could be
quite different. It happens to everyone. They say that when we are stressed, we tend to crochet
tighter, and I can attest to that!Something you need to know before starting any pattern in this
book is that I tend to crochet looser than most people, so you may need to use a larger hook
than what the patterns call for.getting the right gaugeMeasure your gauge carefully before
beginning your project, and check it periodically on your garment as you work to ensure it will
turn out as intended.choosing your yarn or threadWeight refers to yarn thickness. The thicker the
yarn, the larger the stitches you can make. Thicker yarn also requires a larger hook. Although
most smaller-weight yarn labels suggest a smaller hook, I’ve shown in this book how pairing a
larger hook with a smaller yarn creates a soft, drapeable fabric that’s more flattering. If a pattern



calls for a chunky yarn, you can’t expect the same results with a much thinner sport weight. But
you can expect all worsted-weight yarns to create the same kind of fabric. These yarn weights
correspond to the gauge, or the number of stitches per inch that result in your finished piece.If
the yarn a pattern calls for isn’t available in your area and you don’t order it online, try the
substitutions listed with most of the patterns, or shop around for other possibilities. Always
crochet a swatch with the alternate yarn to make sure your gauge matches that of the original
yarn. It may take you a couple tries when deciding which hook to use with your yarn to get the
proper gauge, but don’t skip this very important step.how to change yarn colorTo change to a
new color with or without ending off the yarn, leave the last two loops on the last stitch of the old
color on the hook. Pull the new color through both loops, and then continue with the pattern and
the new color.how graduated stitching worksIn traditional crochet, the same stitch would be
worked on the same row. For example, one garment might require that you work all double-
crochet stitches on the same row. Then, you’d use increases or decreases to make the parts of
that garment gradually wider or narrower. With my Graduated Stitch Method, however, instead of
using increases and decreases to create fitted clothing and accessories, you can shape an item
simply by placing short and tall stitches on the same row.In this book, the instructions with each
pattern tell you which stitches you’ll use for that particular design. You will find that some of the
patterns will have single-crochet stitches on the same row as double-crochet stitches, and
sometimes even slip stitches on the same row as double crochets. The different stitch heights
are what do all the shaping for you. Many of the projects will be worked with straight rows that go
back and forth, but as you work the piece, you’ll see it is not shaped with straight lines.This
method of crochet is rather addicting, especially when you find out how many things you can
make you never thought possible. I am constantly coming up with new projects using this
method, and I’m sure before long you will come up with some of your own.important notesabout
the patternsWith one or two exceptions, graduated stitching is used with all the book’s projects,
but in addition to that, there are two other methods used to create some of the designs. I have
used a combination of these three methods in the patterns, and this combination makes up the
flattering outcome of each project.Graduated Stitch Method. Working different stitch heights on
the same row creates shaping that looks and acts like increases and decreases.Side-to-side
method. Because everyone’s body shape is different, this method allows you to custom fit your
garment to your own unique body by adding rows to or deleting rows from the basic
instructions.Back-loop-only method. Using the back loop only (blo) method—placing your hook
in one loop instead of two—helps make garments that are stretchable and drapeable for a better
fit and feel.Many of the designs in this book will use the blo method. Traditionally, going in the blo
has been used to create a ribbing on the cuffs, bottom and neck of sweaters, creating an elastic
effect to give a snug fit in that area. On the garments or accessories that feature thesizing
informationI recommend circling the size you are making on each pattern for less confusion. If
you go by the measurements listed in the pattern, the garment should fit. If you want a formfitted
garment, try making one size smaller than your bust measurement. If you want a loose garment,



make your actual size or perhaps one size larger than your bust measurement. Keep in mind
when choosing the size you wish to make that most of these garments stretch to conform to the
body. To determine the appropriate-sized poncho or capelet, measure around the arms, bust
and back with the arms down at the sides.comparing stitch heightsThis diagram shows how
crochet stitches gradually become taller, starting with the shorter slip stitch and ending with the
taller double treble.Working in the back loop really helps shape the body of a garment and is
also a key part of crocheting pieces that will fit and conform to the body. When a piece is
crocheted with stitches in the back loop, it will stretch. The stretching of the blo method will also
help shape a piece. Because there is such a difference in measurements from the neck to the
shoulders, such as with the basic capelet on page 24, working the double-crochet stitches in the
back loops will make the double-crochet part stretch across the shoulders.making
crochetedgarments drapeableKnitting picks up only one loop at a time, which is why knitting is
not as thick as crochet, therefore making knitted items more drapeable. Because working in the
back loop only looks a lot like knitting, items crocheted in this way feel soft and drapeable as if
they were knitted—especially if you use a larger hook than the one recommendedfor a particular
yarn and work looser stitches.The size of the yarn and hook used is a major consideration in this
book. For instance, for the open and delicate ruffled shrug on page 109 I used a very fine yarn
with a much larger hook than is normally called for to construct it. The resulting soft piece is as
light as a feather, unlike many crocheted items you may have seen before.sewing seamsWith
the exception of a few garments, you will have to sew only one or two seams on most of the
garments that use graduated stitching. Most of the garments are worked from side to side and
are never worked in the round, even though it may appear that way. (The only exception is the
houndstooth-check felted purse, which is worked in the round.) You will always have a side seam
if you have a piece that looks circular, such as the capelet. Some of the designs, such as the
wrap on page 59, do not require any seam at all.CHAPTER ONESIX DESIGNS fromONE
 BASIC  PATTERN
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Andy, “Her Method Rocks, Patterns Aren't all My Faves.... This is a book I've had for a while now,
and I have been torn as to how to rate it. There was a time if I was going to be giving somebody
a pair of mittens as a gift, it was the pattern in this book I used. I love it and the matching hat that
much! I think her method makes garment work more accessible to beginning crocheters, and I
love that! Totally love it.In this book there are a mix of patterns, and I think the instructions are
good, I didn't find any problems on the patterns I made. For me, it was that some of these
patterns just didn't call to me. I can't picture myself ever wearing a sweater top with a ribbon bow
around the waist, and there's two of those in here. I also have to wear sleeves, at least cap
sleeves, for religious reasons, so for some of them like the striped, sleeveless turtleneck, which I
loved the look of, it's not really an option for me. Yes, I could layer a shirt underneath it, but it's
already hot enough where I live, and that's to be honest, not my favorite look for that type of top.
I really liked the aesthetic for her basic capelet, but I would never put puff balls on the children's
capelet as is shown. That's just my personal preference, but I'm pretty sure my daughter would
never speak to me again if I tried to do that to her. I think there are many people that would have
no problems with those elements. The hats were simple, but visually pleasing, and I think her
clutch and bag designs are cute.Overall, the patterns in here do have a more classic quality that
allows them to be as useable now as when this book first came out, and I think they can provide
a great introductory garment book for a beginner that wants to branch out from afghans. And it
really does make things easier not having to worry about increases and decreases, so I can't say
enough how much I love her idea. The patterns however may be hit or miss for you depending
on your personal tastes.”

MialovesKen, “My great grandmother taught me how to crochet when I was .... I am so excited to
have this crochet book. My great grandmother taught me how to crochet when I was 7 and I've
been crocheting ever since. The non-sense that others have written is truly bogus. I will give a
full review on this book:Cons:Excellent pictures. Some people need great pictures to be able to
get a feel for how the item will look.Explanations and attention to details are off the hook!
Seriously! Mary Jane Hall wrote this book so that a beginner could understand. She has totally
put her patterns in what I like to call "layman terms". Thank you so much for all of your hard
work.Patterns: There is a huge variety of patterns in this book, not only for an adult for a child,
which I completely loved. Not only did she give a pattern for a toddler size hat, but she included
a pattern for a doll. How sweet is that?This book by far teaches you some nifty techniques, that
you can use and incorporate with other patterns. Her techniques and attention to detail allow a
beginner to even grasp harder patterns such as a dress or hats.She also goes on to teach you
how to line your garments and how to use a gauge, which is crucial and many designers leave
this out.Not only did I learn a lot from her books, but her drive and compassion to help other
fellow crocheters is very commendable. You can get a good sense of her passion, as she



teaches you throughout this book. Not only am I making a few of her patterns, but I can't even
put this book away. I keep looking through it, or brushing up on some of her techniques. Crochet
that fits is a must have in any crocheters hand! Trust me, this book is seriously without a doubt
one of my favorite go to books!!Now for the Cons:THERE ARE NONE!”

Nyn, “Wow, Beautiful.. These are very Beautiful projects!Just be sure to use the right type of yarn
ladies..You should not use regular yarn on everything especially clothing, clothing should be
made thinner yarns and threads,, mostly of the non-fuzzy Cotton type yarns..On the crochet
sites on Facebook I see way to many ladies making summer tops out of worsted weight yarns...
That yarn is way to hot and heavy for summer items..Please try Cotton Fair by Premier size 2
with a G or 4mm hook or Bernat's Cotton-ish size 2..These are great yarns for those of you who
find working with the threads to be difficult because there so thin..Happy Creating everyone.”

EMP, “Just a beginner crocheter but you will LOVE this book!!!!!. I love this book! I am a beginner
at crochet and I was a bit intimidated by this book but after taking it step by step I REALLY love
it!!! I have created a few of the projects in this book and I JUST finished the 'shrug' pattern but I
didn't do the 'bottom edging' piece as in the project so it isn't as long as the picture shows.
Never the less it turned out SO great and I was SO proud of myself because a long time ago my
grandma tried to teach me crochet and I HATED IT!!! I never thought I would ever pick up a
crochet hook again but thanks to books like this I enjoy it very much! I also made the 'wrist'
warmer as my 1st attempt and was happy with how that turned out as well. Give this book a
shot. You'll love it even if you are a beginner and are intimidated. Just take step by step and
before you know it.... You've got yourself some beautiful projects you'll be proud to wear!!!!!!”

helen terry, “great book. i have a number of crochet books, this one is great. You need to be able
to crochet.  lots of nice patterns”

Charlotte, “Love this book. I love the technique that is put forward in this book - definitely a must-
have for learning side-to-side clothing construction. My only nit-pick is that there are some items
in here which aren't for wearing and don't really make full use of the side-to-side method (like a
boxy handbag and a wave stitch purse) so I'm not sure what they're doing in here. Seems like
they were filler patterns. However, there are three good patterns in here which are on my definite
make list, and a few others which are possibles.”

Carla MS, “This got me into crochet. I love this book and was my first trip into crochet some
years ago, and I got this for a friend who is interested in starting out.You will need to double
check the stitches required as US and UK refer slightly differently; but it's perfect and does the
job without the daunting increases and decreases to get you going in the work of of crochet.”

Alison, “Fantastic book, highly recommended!. This book does exactly what it claims - teaches a



graduated stitch method easily, meaning you can create beautiful garments with no fuss.The
patterns are beautiful - and it is so easy to see how to develop the designs to fit your own body
and adapt the method for your own use. Beautifully clear instructions - very highly
recommended!  I think all crocheters will love this book.”

The book by Mary Jane Hall has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 181 people have provided feedback.
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